
Day 15 – San Diego 
3/16/2012  
 
Knowing today would be hectic 
because of passenger turn-over 
(some disembarking the cruise, 
others embarking), we elected to 
have a room service breakfast. 
Those of us continuing on had some 
procedures to follow as outlined in a 
letter we got in our cabin last night – 
it included an in-transit card for easy 
re-boarding. 
 

First we had to clear immigration.  
Odd to think that we had to be 
cleared to enter our own country, but 
the ship had 1200+ passengers who 
were coming from the foreign ports we 
had visited. Because Holland America 
Lines (HAL) is diligent in collecting 
passport info and has a good reputation 
in these things, only non-U.S. citizens 
must present themselves in person to 
the immigration authorities. This usually 
takes less than an hour, then the ship is 
cleared for disembarkation. It went 
surprisingly smoothly – often a few of 
those passengers must be called via 
P.A. to go to the immigration meeting 
area. This time there weren’t any that 
had to be prodded. 
 

There were 65 passengers continuing  
on the next cruise. We were asked to  
put all personal belongings in closets or  
drawers and vacate the ship for 5 hours  
while it was “super-sanitized” after having  
the Norovirus on-board for 12 of the past 14 days. For the 65 of us, HAL provided a free shuttle to and from 
Seaport Village a couple miles away & a $15 on-board credit because we would have to eat lunch off the ship.   
 

By 9 am we were cleared for disembarkation, Dale and I headed for the gang way on the Main Deck, exited the 
ship and started looking for the shuttle. That was quite a task. No one seemed to know where it was – that 
way; no, down at that end; no, down at the other end; no, wait here and it should park there). Eventually, we                          

                                                          got on  the shuttle and to Seaport Village. 
 

There was a geocache at Seaport 
Village and we got that out of the 
way first. Clues indicated it had 
something to do with a scale and 
when we reached the coordinates, 
there it was! The magnetized box 
was on the back. This is the first 
time I was with Dale when he found 
a “ground” cache and I was 
probably more excited than he was 
to find it. 
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Now, with the important task completed , we strolled around looking in shops, 
bought a couple souvenirs and  ate Seaport Deli sandwiches – fair, adequate, 
nothing special, and I would say that even if we hadn’t been eating fantastic food 
for 14 days on the ship. Back on the shuttle and to the ship at 1 pm, an hour 
before the time now designated as embarkation time. Dale ran to the bank to get 
cash and to Rite-Aid to get me some Diet Dr. Pepper (my feet hurt! And he’s 
young and energetic and… well he does things like this for me!).  

 
 
The cabins were not ready until 3 so we sat by the Lido bar sipping 
drinks until we could descend on our “home” again. Dale was happy 
to get an orange (his favorite color) souvenir glass. 
 
 
We were surprised and delighted when we entered our cabin and saw the bottle of Sparkling 
Apple Cider, with a letter explaining it was a gift for helping them by vacating the ship – that was 
cool! Actually, the letter said all continuing passengers – probably per cabin – received 
complimentary bottles of wine but it must show on our file that we don’t drink wine and we so 
enjoyed this when we got it on the night when the Captain ordered free champagne for all 
because we missed a port, that they gave us the cider instead of wine. 
 
 

Unfortunately, our refrigerator and fan were missing. Upon inquiring, Guest Relations said we only ordered 
them for the first leg of our Collector’s Voyage (no, it doesn’t make sense to me either that anyone would do 
that) and that they don’t have any more left. Now I won’t go into detail but I was insistent – nice, but insistent -  
and when the Guest Relations clerk said she would talk to her manager and call me back with an explanation, I 
said, No, I didn’t want an explanation, I wanted the refrigerator and fan delivered to my cabin.  It was, within the 
hour.  
 
When I reserved these items I asked 4 different ways about whether they were shown as reserved in the file 
for the whole cruise: was it for the entire Collector’s Cruise, both legs, 4 weeks, and $56 ($2/day for the fridge). 
Yes, yes, yes and yes. I also confirmed it twice with 2 other people. Oh, well, it got worked out eventually. 
 
Captain Albert is back – love reading his blog (http://www.hollandamericablog.com/albert/). It gives details 
about the cruise from his perspective, information about the ship and navigating it.  
 
Once again, we made our reservations at the Pinnacle Grill and Caneletto, and bought the Unlimited Laundry 
package, which we having been using 4 or 5 times a week – a real bargain for us, IMO! We attended the 
Passenger Emergency Drill again (this time they only had to page a few people once or twice), then showered, 
rested and went to dinner. 
 
New cruise, new set of dinner companions, this time 2 couples (another would join us tomorrow). I find, as I get 
older, that I’m less and less social, and would be fine at a table for just the 2 of us. Meeting new people, the 
introductory conversations (name, from where, first cruise, what cruise lines, etc.) just don’t appeal to me, and 
because these are overwhelmingly likely to be 2-week “friendships” I just am not inclined to invest much of 
myself in the dialogs. Dale, on the other hand loves sitting at a table for 8 (ironically I taught him that during our 
earlier cruises) and chatting with whoever is there. So we compromise: for breakfast, we eat by ourselves 
(which actually suits both of us first thing in the morning); ditto lunch and tea if we’re both eating one or the 
other, and if I’m not, he gets with a group; and dinner is the big table. So I deal with it. 
 
Tonight, Dale had fruit, chilled berry soup, tagliatelle and coconut banana trifle. I had fruit, ginger chicken soup 
with vegetables, chicken with cranberry and orange stuffing and a pineapple sundae. 
  
Long day, another early night – we did not go to the show. Clocks got set ahead an hour. 
 
 

http://www.hollandamericablog.com/albert/


Tonight’s towel animal: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Entertainment tonight  
Showroom at Sea: Nothin’s Gonna Stop Us Now, Statendam singers 

Ocean Bar: The Neptunes (HAL’s in-house band), cocktails and dancing 
Mix: Will Wyatt, guitarist; Lee Strubeck, Piano Man 
Explorer’s Lounge: Adagio Strings 
Crow’s Nest: Party Time with DJ Mark 
Movie: Cool It 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


